»Best practice results from Erasmus+«
A European conference on Dissemination and Impact in the School Sector
Bonn, 17th - 19th of May 2017
**Wednesday, 17th of May**

4:30-8:00 p.m.  Registration of participants

[5:30 p.m.]  Preparatory meeting for NA-facilitators

7:30 p.m.  Welcoming buffet (Gustav-Stresemann-Institut)

**Thursday, 18th of May**

from 8:00 a.m.  Registration of participants

9:30 a.m.  Welcome and opening of the conference (plenary)

Heidi Weidenbach-Mattar, Deputy Secretary-General, Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs (Kultusministerkonferenz)

Michael Teutsch, Head of Unit B2 - Schools and Multilingualism, European Commission, DG Education, Youth, Sport and Culture

Short film: Europe needs education – insight into the history of European cooperation in the school sector

Award ceremony: Success stories (Projects coordinated in Germany)

Gernot Stiwitz, Director of Pädagogischer Austauschdienst

Keynote: “Changing Communities - An East London Perspective”

Jim McLucas, Associate Headteacher, The Boleyn Federation of Schools, London

> Moderation: Stefan Schaaf, Pädagogischer Austauschdienst

11:00 a.m.  Coffee break

11:30 a.m.  Presentations of Erasmus+ Success Stories (plenary)

"Curriculum, the Sustainable Future and Learning Environments in School Development", School mobility project

Eija Liisa Sokka-Meaney, University of Eastern Finland, University Teacher Training School in Joensuu, Finland

“Pedagogical Resources in Teaching Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics”

Strategic partnership in the field of school education

Rita Montesissa, Istituto d’istruzione secondaria superiore “Berenini”, Italy

“Life on PromethEUs”

Strategic school-to-school partnership

Elvin Smajić (project coordinator), Kungsgaardsskolan, Angelholm, Sweden; Christian Rydberg, Malmoe University, Sweden; Anita Lasic, Don Mihovil Pavlinovic Primary School, Podgora, Croatia

“V.I.S.I.ON – Visual Impairment Social Inclusion ON”

Strategic partnership in the field of school education

Zornitsa Staneva, Foundation for development of the cultural and business potential of civil society, Bulgaria

12:30 p.m.  Lunch
1:30 p.m.  Visit of the exhibition – Open Space – Presentation and discussion of examples of best practice (see page 12/13)

2:15 p.m.  Parallel working groups - Identifying success factors for projects and their dissemination
   Targeting the activity formats:
   • School mobility projects (Key Action 1), Rooms S 34, S35
   • Strategic school-to-school partnerships (Key action 2) and eTwinning, Rooms S 1/2, S 5
   • Strategic partnerships in the field of school education (Key Action 2), Rooms S 25, S 26
   Participants will exchange their experience and identify the relevant success factors of the different activity formats in relation to their individual projects.

3:30 p.m.  Coffee break

4:00 p.m.  Presentations of best practice projects (see page 5-10)
4:00-5:00 p.m.  Session A
5:15-6:15 p.m.  Session B

7:00 p.m.  Departure for the boat ride on the River Rhine

7:30 p.m.  Dinner on the boat “Rheinprinzessin”
(Back approximately at 10:30 p.m.)
Friday, 19th of May

9:30 a.m.  **Impulse (plenary)**
James Chamberlain, Head of the Language Centre, Hochschule Bonn-Rhein-Sieg

10:00 a.m.  **Parallel working groups**
Visions for the future of European collaboration in the school sector: needs, challenges, adequate and innovative cooperation methods

**Coffee break during the sessions**

11:30 a.m.  **Panel discussion in the plenary**
Recommendations for the future of European programmes in the school sector
Michael Teutsch, Head of Unit B2 - Schools and Multilingualism, European Commission, DG Education, Youth, Sport and Culture
Susanne Lonscher-Räcke, Member of the Erasmus+ Committee, School Authority Hamburg, Germany
Wim Cloots, Liaison officer (school education), National Agency EPOS, Belgium
Two Project coordinators
> Chair: Thomas Spielkamp, Pädagogischer Austauschdienst

12:30 p.m.  **Lunch buffet**
Presentations of best practice projects

Thursday, 18th of May

Session A
4:00 – 5:00 p.m.

Session B
5:15 – 6:15 p.m.
Session A

Thursday, 18th of May  
Session A: 4:00 – 5:00 p.m.

A.1 Teachers and teacher training: Supporting teachers and leaders to deliver high quality teaching, deal with complex classroom realities and adopt new methods and tools

**Chair Andreja Lenc (NA SI), Co-chair Stefan Schaaf (NA DE)**  
Room S 1/2

*Andreja Lenc,* CMEPIUS, National Agency (Ljubljana, Slovenia), Introduction: Impact of European school projects and e Twinning on the work of teachers in Slovenia

*Svetlana Baigozina,* Latvian Information and communications technology association (Riga, Latvia), project: Introducing Online collaboration methods and tools in education

*Emelie Boyer,* Rectorat de Reims (France), project: Towards the academic label “European school”

*Sabine Haot,* General Teaching Service of the French Speaking Community (Brussels, Belgium), project: Towards a more effective remedial teaching based on efficient European practices

*Maarja Kütt,* Viimsi Keskkool (Estonia), project: The teachers learn - the whole school learns

A.2 Addressing underachievement in the basic skills of maths, science and literacy

**Chair Davor Spoljar (NA HR), Co-chair Monika Held (NA DE)**  
Room S 26

*Agata Cabaj,* Middle School nr 3 in Tarnobrzeg (Poland), project: The world with Mathematics. In search of new teaching methods of Mathematics and related subjects

*Paula Luopio-Lemetyinen,* Lauttasaaren ala-asteen koulu (Helsinki, Finland), project: Maths in everywhere - Mathematical Journey through Europe

*Antoinette Schembri,* Alternative Learning Programme (Paola, Malta), project: PersOnalized teaChing: the Key to success in EducaTiion - Tools

A.3 Promoting equity and inclusion by facilitating the access to participants with disadvantaged backgrounds and fewer opportunities; Supporting schools to tackle early school leaving (ESL)

**Chair Kerttu Sepp (NA EE), Co-chair Sonja Harms (NA DE)**  
Room S 27/28

*Durus Ligia,* Maramures School Inspectorate (Baia Mare, Maramures County, Romania), project: Cross-curricular educational approach endeavour in a border-less Europe

*Magdalena Fellner,* Vienna Board of Education, European Office (Vienna, Austria), project: TIDE – New Tools for Inclusion of Dyslexic Students

*Egle Havrdová,* Schola Empirica, Prague, Czech Republic, project: Supporting Social and Emotional Competences of Pre-School Children from Disadvantaged or Culturally Different Environments

*Maria Machairidou,* Protypo Peiramatiikko Gymnasio Panepistimiou Makedonias (Thessaloniki, Greece), project: „Our School - My Future“ - ESL project
### A.4 Enhancing the quality of early childhood and primary education in order to ensure a good start in education for all

**Chair Réka Fintáné Hidy** (NA HU), **Co-chair Heike Härtel** (NA DE)  
Room S 25

Zorica Durman Marijanović, Djecji vrtić “Petar Pan” (Zagreb, Croatia), project:  
**New knowledge and competences for European kindergarten**

Caroline Fouracre, St Nicholas Church in Wales Primary School (Vale of Glamorgan, Wales, UK), project:  
**Decoding Lego**

Dr. Avra Pieridou, Cyprus Centre for the research and study of music (Lakatameia, Nicosia, Cyprus), project:  
**Mediterranean Early Childhood Music Education: raising children’s musicality, evaluating music learning and enabling teachers’ preparation**

Joost Vercaemst, St.-Lodewijkscollege (Brugge, Belgium), project:  
**Out of the box**

### A.5 Promoting citizenship and the common values of freedom, tolerance and non-discrimination through education (objectives of the Paris Declaration 2015)

**Chair Andres Petursson** (NA IS), **Co-chair Sabine Lioy** (NA DE)  
Room S 35

Andreas Ferenczi, Partners Hungary Alapítvány / Partners Hungary Foundation (Budapest, Hungary), project:  
**Community based complex school program for effective prevention and treatment of aggression and bullying - intersectoral approach from best practices to policy making**

Guido Gerrichhauzen, Anne Frank Huis (Amsterdam, The Netherlands), project:  
**Online Learning Tool on Antisemitism and other forms of Discrimination**

Caterina Mazzuca, Istituto Istruzione Superiore “Enrico Fermi” (Catanzaro, Italy), project:  
**For the new European citizens**

### A.6 Language Learning and Multilingualism as one of the cornerstones of the European project and a powerful symbol of the EU’s aspiration to be united in diversity

**Chair Thomas Spielkamp** (NA DE), **Co-chair Ewa Kozbial** (NA PL)  
Room S 5

Zsuzsanna Dürrné Rákos, Budapest II. Kerületi Szabó Lőrinc Kéttannyelvű Általános Iskola és Gimnázium (Budapest, Hungary), project:  
**On the roads of Europe to develop bilingual education, Complex innovation in bilingual education**

Alenka Miljević, Osnovna skola brace Radic Bracevic (Donji Muc, Croatia), project:  
**Action English**

Dirk Staf, Miniemeninstituut (Leuven, Belgium), project:  
**Strip to identity**

### A.7 Developing entrepreneurship and creativity in school projects

**Chair Lena Otter** (NA AT), **Co-chair Kathrin Eßwein** (NA DE)  
Room S 34

Jan Vijnhuizen, RSG’t Rijks (Bergen op Zoom, The Netherlands), project:  
**Skilled European Entrepreneurs**

Susanne Gründler, Gesamtschule Volksgarten (Mönchengladbach, Germany), project:  
**Join us and Move**

Maria Malozjomov, Gustav Adolfi Gümnaasium (Estonia), project:  
**Children Songs with Makey**

Eva Vincenová, Základní škola Přerov (Přerov, Czech Republic), project:  
**It’s time to help**
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Session B: 5:15 – 6:15 p.m.

B.1 

Teachers and teacher training: Supporting teachers and leaders to deliver high quality teaching, deal with complex classroom realities and adopt new methods and tools

Chair Andreja Lenc (NA SI), Co-chair Stefan Schaaf (NA DE)
Room S 1/2

Betina Duedal, Herskindskolen (Galten, Denmark), project:
Project management for cross-cultural exchange projects in Europe

Elif Ayse Kabasakal, Hüseyin Güvercin Secondary School (Turkey), project:
My differences that make me exist, With Creative Drama, I am in

Ana Poprizova, SUGS Gimnazija Orce Nikolov (Skopje, The former Republic of Macedonia),
project: ICC „Innovation - Connection - Collegiality“

Anja Ramšak, School centre Celje (Slovenia), project:
Together into the past, together into the future

José Manuel Viñas Dieguez, Secondary School „David Bujan“ (Cambre, Spain), project:
STEM Clubs & Citizen Science
B.2 Addressing underachievement in the basic skills of maths, science and literacy

Chair Davor Spoljar (NA HR), Co-chair Monika Held (NA DE) Room S 26

Miguela Fernandes, Agrupamento de Escolas da Batalha (Portugal), project:
MORE - MOBILE Resources on Education: let’s learn with each other

Christopher Sagan, Saint Roch’s Secondary School (Scotland, UK), project:
Innovative Learning in Mathematics and Science Classrooms

Miroslava Schrimpelová, Dr. Josef Raabe Slovensko (Bratislava, Slovakia), project:
WOW - World of Work

B.3 Promoting equity and inclusion by facilitating the access to participants with disadvantaged backgrounds and fewer opportunities; Supporting schools to tackle early school leaving (ESL)

Chair Kerttu Sepp (NA EE), Co-chair Sonja Harms (NA DE) Room S 27/28

Vladimír Laššák, Metodicko-pedagogické centrum (Bratislava, Slovakia), project:
Creativity and digital technologies as tools to supporting inclusion in schools

Ineta Leščiauskienė, Kelmes Jono Graiciuno gimnazija (Kelme, Lithuania), project:
Publishing house of Arts

Olivia Nicolae, „Charles Laugier“ Highschool (Craiova, Romania), project:
Hard Soft Skilling-Charting your Career path

Gerda Nijssen, Pressure Line (Rodderdam, The Netherlands), project:
WellComm - communication skills for integration of Migrants

B.4 Enhancing the quality of early childhood and primary education in order to ensure a good start in education for all

Chair Réka Fintáné Hidy (NA HU), Co-chair Heike Härtel (NA DE) Room S 25

Ursula Ondratschek, Grundschule im Beerwinkel (Berlin, Germany), project:
Back to our future

Kevin O’Neill, St. Colman’s Primary School and All Saints’ Nursery Unit (Banbridge, UK), project:
Bridging Three Generations: Timeless games and toys

Elin Mari Strømsholm, Frosta municipality (Frosta, Norway), project:
The correlation between pedagogy and methodology in preschool, primary school and day care facilities for school children
B.5 Promoting citizenship and the common values of freedom, tolerance and non-discrimination through education (objectives of the Paris Declaration 2015)

**Chair Andres Petursson** (NA IS), **Co-chair Sabine Lioy** (NA DE)  
*Room S 35*

*Georgios Errikos Hlapanis*, 2nd Lyceum of Kos (Kos, Greece), project: Safe Internet for all  
*Ágnes Miskolczi*, Egri Lenkey János Általános Iskola (Eger, Hungary), project: In the Wake up New Challenges  
*Dr. Ulrich Schulte-Wieschen*, Niedersächsische Landesschulbehörde (Osnabrück, Germany), project: Home and tomorrow: Tell me your story - Let’s share our dreams!

B.6 Language Learning and Multilingualism as one of the cornerstones of the European project and a powerful symbol of the EU’s aspiration to be united in diversity

**Chair Thomas Spielkamp** (NA DE), **Co-chair Ewa Kozbial** (NA PL)  
*Room S 5*

*Damian Gimenez Cruz*, Sykkylven upper secondary school (Sykkylven, Norway), project: From Sunnmøre to Catalunia through Art Nouveau  
*Barbara Klass*, Gymnasium Philippinum (Weilburg, Germany), project: Promotion of bilingual learning  
*Krystyna Matuszewska*, Middle School nr 56 (Poznan, Poland), project: A Good Command of English as a Modern Lingua Franca: Our Gateway to Future Professional Careers

B.7 Developing entrepreneurship and creativity in school projects

**Chair Lena Otter** (NA AT), **Co-chair Kathrin Esswein** (NA DE)  
*Room S 34*

*Antigoni Komodiki*, Dimotiko Scholeio Lemesou 23 (Limassol, Cyprus), project: The future in our „hands“: Creating European Entrepreneurs  
*Pavlina Vočková*, Střední škola Náhorní (Prague, Czech Republic), project: Creative teacher - creative pupils  
*Sandra Žeželj*, High school for design and photography (Ljubljana, Slovenia), project: Career in Art
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Austria
23% who cares? Youth unemployment in Europe, Bernhard Zangl, HBLA Oberwart

Belgium
Smart Methods and Ideas for Learning in Europe (SMILE), Ben Bastiaensen, GO! Talentenschool Turnhout
Nature@work - Bioplastics - New research and learning methods, Cathy De Maertelaere, Sint-Bernardusscholen
Towards a more effective remedial teaching based on efficient European practices, Sabine Haot, General Teaching Service of the French Speaking Community

Bulgaria
V.I.S.I.ON: Visual Impairment Social Inclusion ON, Zornitsa Staneva, Foundation for development of the cultural and business potential of civil society

Cyprus
Mediterranean Early Childhood Music Education: raising children’s musicality, evaluating music learning and enabling teachers’ preparation, Dr. Avra Pieridou, Cyprus Centre for the Research and Study of Music

Denmark
Challenging Communication in a Committing Community, Ulla Lambek, Agerbæk skole
Together for a green Europe, Peter Marquard Sejersen, Holluf Pile Skole

Estonia
Study the science of art. Study the art of science, Aleksandra Dubjagina, Tallinna Mustamae Humanitaargümnaasium
Robotics for Schools, Ramon Rantsus, NGO Robootika

Finland
To Europe with wings wide open, Armi Seppänen, Pöllönkankaan koulu
Space for Science – Implementing Innovations in Science Education, Hanna Niemelä, Espoon kristillinen koulu

France
European Classroom, Gilles Groux, Groupe scolaire St Jacques de Compostelle
PIMEAM: PimeAM is an original inter-category-specific program of European mobilities on the scale of the academy of Aix Marseille, Anne Suquet, GIP FCIP Académie d’Aix-Marseille

Germany
INVET - Informal Vocational Education of Travellers, Franz-Josef Berkenkötter, Bezirksregierung Arnsberg
Die Graf-Soden Realschule auf dem Weg zur Gemeinschaftsschule - Lernen durch und in Europa, Werner Dietsche, Gemeinschaftsschule Grafoden
Computergestützte Interventionen bei Autismus, Wolfgang Janus, Don-Bosco-Schule
Home and tomorrow: Tell me your story-Let’s share our dreams!!", Dr. Ulrich Schulte-Wieschen, Niedersächsische Landesschulbehörde Osnabrück
INPRI Inclusion in primary school, Kathrin Schwendner, Grundschule München Markgrafenstraße

Greece
Sensory and experimental learning in external environment, Marianna Kavounidou, Techniko Epaggelmatiko Ekpaideutikio Eidikis Agogis Katerinis
„Our School - My Future” - ESL project, Maria Machairidou, Protypo Peiramatiko Gymnasio Panepistimiou Makedonias

Hungary
Citizenship Education in European secondary schools, Anna Surányi, Közgazdasági Politechnikum Alternativ Gimnázium
Iceland
Your Health is Your Wealth, Hjördís Skírnisdóttir, Framhaldsskólinn í Austur-Skaftafellsýslu, Höfn (FAS)

Italy
For the new European citizens, Caterina Mazzuca, Istituto Istruzione Superiore „Enrico Fermi”
Pedagogical Resources IN Teaching Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, Rita Montesissa, Istituto di Istruzio-
ne Secondaria Superiore „A.Berenini”

Latvia
How to Make Education Process Attractive to the Teenagers of the 21st Century?, Indra Kalnina, Grobinas gimnazija

Lithuania
Seeing and Tasting Creatively, Rima Cepuliene, Kauno r. Garliavos Jonuciu gimnazija
Culture, nature And People - meeting points of Lithuania, The Czech Republic and Bulgaria, Daiva Macijauskiene, Rokis-
kie Juozo Tumo-Vaizganto gimnazija

Malta
Feel good to live together, Antoinette Schembri, Alternative Learning Programme

Norway
Sustainable development in local communities, Monica Håskjold Eide, Otta lower secondary school

Poland
Supporting Gifted Students, Beata Dul, High School M. Kopernik in Tarnobrzeg
Understand better to help better - dealing with pupil behavioural challenges in 2015-2016, Grażyna Skęczek, Group of
Technical and High Schools

Slovakia
Young European Leaders, Janka Mládenková, Gymnázium bilingválie

Slovenia
Internationalisation as opportunity to develop school for life, Mateja Peršolja, School Preserje pri Radomljah
Career in Art, Sandra Žeželj, Secondary school for design and photography, Ljubljana

Spain
Recording our Europe, Raquel Sánchez Luis, Secondary school „Puerto del Rosario”

Sweden
Entrepreneurial teaching and learning in a European context, Karin Helmerson, Fridaskolorna

The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Students Today - Responsible Entrepreneurs Tomorrow, Tatjana Golcheva, SUGS Gimnazija Rade Jovcevski Korcagin

The Netherlands
Working towards the future, Karen Paariberg, Insula College

United Kingdom
Decoding Lego, Caroline Fouracre, St Nicholas Church in Wales Primary School
Innovative Learning in Mathematics and Science Classrooms, Christopher Sagan, Saint Roch’s Secondary School
Passport To Your Future, Jo Silverwood, Meadowhead School Academy Trust
Workshop Rooms

Conference Venue
Gustav-Stresemann-Institut e.V.
Langer Grabenweg 68
53175 Bonn
phone: +49 (0)228 8107-0

Conference Office
During the conference you can reach us under:
Telefon: +49 (0)176 26047911
Organiser

Pädagogischer Austauschdienst (PAD)
Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs (Kultusministerkonferenz)
Graurheindorfer Str. 157
53117 Bonn

phone: +49 (0)228 501-0
www.kmk-pad.org

This conference is funded by the EU programme Erasmus+
CONTACT

Pädagogischer Austauschdienst (PAD)
Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs (Kultusministerkonferenz)

Graurheindorfer Str. 157
53117 Bonn

E-Mail pad@kmk.org
Phone +49 (0)228 501-0

www.kmk-pad.org
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